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注意： 
(1) 務必請按順序答題、以避免誤改！ 
(2) 答題時請寫題號(如果不寫題號，該題就算作是沒答)。 
(3) 答案是寫在答案卷上，而不是寫在此試題紙上。 
 

1. (9 pts.) Let S be a non-empty set. Let R be a relation on S (i.e., R  SS). Please follow the 
example below in answering 1a, 1b and 1c. (Note : in writing your answers to 1a, 1b and 
1c, you must treat R as a set.)  

 
  Example : R is symmetric if and only if xS, yS, if (x, y)R, then (y, x)R. 
 

1a. (3 pts.) R is reflexive if and only if _________________________________. 
1b. (3 pts.) R is transitive if and only if _________________________________. 
1c. (3 pts.) R is anti-symmetric if and only if _____________________________. 
 

2. (27 pts.) Let s and t be two strings of English letters. s contain-a-substring-of t if and only if 
there exists a non-empty string u such that u is both a substring of s and also a substring of t.  
(e.g., if s is ‘abcde’, t is ‘xcyz’ and w is ‘hijk’, then s contain-a-substring-of t but s does not 
contain-a-substring-of w.) 

 
2a. (3 pts.) Give an example to show that the contain-a-substring-of relation is not transitive. (In 

your answer, you must also explain why this example of yours serves to show that the 
contain-a-substring-of relation is not transitive.)  

2b. (3 pts.) Give an example to show that the contain-a-substring-of relation is not a partial order. 
(In your answer, you must also explain why this example of yours serves to show that 
the contain-a-substring-of relation is not a partial order.) 

2c. (3 pts.) Is it correct to write ‘{ a, b }’ as ‘( a, b )’? If not, explain why. (No explanation is 
needed if your answer is “Yes”.) 

2d. (3 pts.) Let  denote the empty set.  Is it correct to write ‘{  }’ as ‘’.  If not, explain 
why. (No explanation is needed if your answer is “Yes”.) 

2e. (3 pts.) Explain why 9 is not a prime number, and also explain why 13 is a prime number. 
2f. (3 pts.) Give an example to show that a directed acyclic graph may not be a tree. 
2g. (3 pts.) Define a relation R on S (i.e., R  SS) such that R is not a function. You must 

specify what S is and what R is. You must also explain why this example of yours 
serves to show that R is not a function. 

2h. (3 pts.) Show that the union of two countable sets is still countable. 
2i. (3 pts.) Let M = (I, S, F) be a finite state machine, where I, the input alphabet, is { w, u, v }, S, 

the state set, is { a, b, c, d, e, f, g }, and F, the transition function, is as specified below. 
For every state s in S, Reachable(s) is defined to be the set { t | there is a sequence of 
input i1, i2, ..., in such that F(s, i1) = s1, F(s1, i2) = s2, ..., F(sn-1, in) = t }.  What is 
Reachable(d)? 
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 F : 
state\input w  u  v 
  a    f  e  g 
  b    f  c  d 
  c    b  f  e 
  d    b  e  c 
  e    c  e  b 
  f    d  c  e 
  g    c  a  b 

 
3. (5 pts.) Let  and  be two arbitrary logical formulas. Use the truth table technique to show that 

the following formula is a tautology. (Note : ‘’ is “if ... then ...”; some authors write ‘’ 
as ‘’). 

  
              ((  )  (  ))   
 
4. (9 pts.) Let  and  be two arbitrary logical formulas. Use the truth table technique to show  

4a. (3 pts.) whether    and    are equivalent, 
4b. (3 pts.) whether    and    are equivalent, and  
4c. (3 pts.) whether    and    are equivalent.  
(Note : ‘’ is “if ... then ...”; some authors write ‘’ as ‘’). 
(You can use just one truth table if you want.) 

 
5. (14 pts.) Given a matrix  

    


















320

102

211

A , 

find the following items in sequence: (2pts. for each item) 
5a. the dimension of A,  5b. the determinant of A,    
5c. the basis of range(A), 
5d. the coordinate of [4 2 5] with respect to the above basis, 
5e. the rank of A,    5f. the null space of A,   
5g. the nullity of A.     

  
6. (14 pts.) Given a matrix  

    























411

501

213

B , 

find the following items in sequence: (2pts. for each item) 
6a. its characteristic polynomial,  6b. all of its eigenvalues,    
6c. the eigenvector(s) with respect to the first eigenvalue, 
6d. the eigenvector(s) with respect to the second eigenvalue, 
6e. its minimal polynomial, 
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6f. its generalized eigenspace,  6g. the Jordan canonical form of B.   
   

7. (22 pts.) Given a quadratic polynomial   31
2
3

2
2

2
1321 2333)( xxxxxxxxp x , 

find the following items in sequence: (2pts. for each item) 
7a. the symmetric matrix C associated with p(x)=x’Cx, 
7b. the characteristic polynomial of C,  7c. all of the eigenvalues of C,   
7d. the unit eigenvector with respect to the first eigenvalue, 
7e. the unit eigenvector with respect to the second eigenvalue, 
7f. the unit eigenvector with respect to the third eigenvalue, 
7g. its generalized eigenspace Q,    7h. the orthonormality of Q, 
7i. the orthonormal transformation of C,   
7j. the transformed vector  321' xxx x  of x by the above transformation,  

7k. the transformed quadratic form ),,(' 321 xxxp  .    

  
 


